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this might be a problem even by some of the more rebellious teens. while some teens would be like,
"who gives a crap? i won't drink. i won't be a part of the evil weed". and others would say, "i'll drink. i'll
even smoke pot to be free. because after all, the problem is the pot, not the alcohol!" the driving force

was a culture of rebellion from the early to middle 1960s, when many of the adults in america were part
of the social and political changes after world war ii. much of the old social order had been altered by
that time, and many older adults were afraid their kids would be like the one-third of teens who drank

and used drugs in 1965. so, in a sense, the drug culture became a way of controlling the youth from that
time onward. and although there are a lot of factors that contributed to this drive for drug use, pot was
probably the first widely available drug that was relatively easy to obtain from an early age. and since it
was relatively harmless and didn't require any special chemicals or preparation, it was a typical gateway

drug for young people, who often got hooked. but it was the mentality of the time: a time when the
generations that had grown up in the 1950s and early 1960s looked at the 1960s as an explosion of
youth culture. and they were very much into the idea that no one knew what they were doing. they

would attempt these new things that had never been done before, and they would speak much more
openly to each other than they did to their parents. but an interesting thing happened. perhaps they
subconsciously knew that the culture in the 1960s would eventually pass, much like the prohibition of
the 1920s and the earlier culture of rock-and-roll had faded by the late 1950s. perhaps they were even
consciously aware of this, knowing that the newer generation of kids would come around, and they'd
finally be free to have the fun of the 1950s without the old generation telling them what they were

doing. and like the earliest rock-and-rollers, they didn't want to keep telling the older generation to wait
until they were ready. 5ec8ef588b
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